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Single Zero Characteristic Root 
DENIS L. BLACKMORE 
1. tN’JXO.ODUCTION 
We study the phase-portrait and invariant manifolds in a neighborhood 
of the origin for the system of differential equations 
i = Ax + X(x) (. = ~~~~), 0 
where x is a real (B + I)-vector. Here A is a real, constant, (n + 1) x (n -+ I) 
matrix with one zero characteristic root and all remaining characteristic 
roots have real parts of the same sign, X(x) is a real analytic vector function 
starting with terms of order greater than one, and x = 0 is an isolated critical 
point. 
Such systems have been studied by Bendixson, Liapunov, Mend&on, and 
others. Bendixson 11, pp. 45-581 d escribed the lo& phase-portrait in terms 
of sectors for the case n = 1. Using a reduction of (i) to a certain canonical 
form, Liapunov [5, p. 3011 gave a rather complete description of the stability 
properties of x = 0 when n 2 1. The first systematic study of the phase-. 
portrait about f = 0 for n > 1 appears in ~~endelson [6$ By imposing a 
certain condition on (i), Mendelson gave a partial description of the local 
phase-portrait in terms of “fan-cones” and “saddle-cones:” conical configura- 
tions in (rz + I)-space which are analogous to fans and saddles in the plane. 
The literature contains many results which are related to system (i). For 
example, Dulac [2, pp. 358-3661 considered complex systems of a mare 
general type than (i); one consequence of his work is that (i) has a unique 
analytic stable (unstable) manifold when the nonzero characteristic roots of 
A all have negative (positive) real parts. That thii stable (u&table) manifold 
is the only c1 stable (unstable) manifold is implied by the wok of Hartman [3, 
pp. 2342431, A more recent concept than the stable manifold is’ that of a 
c&ter manifold for a system which has ehar~c~erist~~ roots itith zero real 
parts. The existence of a C” m~old for (i), for :any positive integer m, is an 
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immediate consequence of the work of Kelley [4]. Kelley also gives an example 
to show that, unlike the stable (unstable) manifold, a center manifold need 
not be unique. 
In Section 3, we obtain a convenient canonical form for system (i), see 
Theorem 2. In particular, this canonical form satisfies the conditions which 
Mendelson [6] assumed in his investigation of the phase-portrait. 
In Section 4 we prove that (i) has a C” center manifold which is analytic 
except possibly at x = 0, see Theorem 3. Thus, in the case under considera- 
tion an improvement of Kelley’s results is possible. We show by a means of 
a counterexample that this result cannot be further sharpened. 
In Section 5 we define the notions of “fan-cylinder” and “saddle-cylinder,” 
and give a complete description of the local phase-portrait of (i) in terms of 
them, see Theorem 5. This result completes the work of Mendelson, reduces 
to the theorem of Bendixson for n = 1, and implies the stability results of 
Liapunov. In addition, it provides a definite statement as to the number of 
center manifolds possessed by (i). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Euclidean n-space will be denoted by En. The symbol 1 . 1 will denote the 
euclidean norm on vectors and the operator norm on matrices, and (e, *) 
will represent the standard inner product of a vector pair. The set of non- 
negative integers will be designated by N, and N* will stand for the set of 
n-tuples of elements in N. A typical element of N” will be denoted by 
(ma) = (m, ,***> m,);itsnormwillbewrittenas/m~ =e+**.+m,. 
Let x E E”, and letf = (fr ,...,fm) b e a real m-vector valued function of x 
on an open subset U of En. We shall say that f is of class P on U if and 
only if each of the coordinate functions fi (i = l,..., m) is real analytic on U; 
adding this to the standard notions the definition of a map of class Cr for any r 
in (0, l,..., co, w} is obtained. Let f be of class C’ (1 < Y < w) on some open 
set U in E*. The Jacobian matrix off will be denoted by either fs or a,f. 
For any (m) EN*, the symbol Dkr”’ will denote the operator 
Supposep is a realj-vector and 4 is a real K-vector such that x = (p, n). Then 
thesymbola,fshalldenotethem ~jmatrix(af~/&),i = l,..., m,Z = l,...,j; 
a,f is defined similarly. 
Let z be a complex Z-vector, and let w be a complex m-vector. Let j E N. 
The symbol (2, w}j” will denote the set of all complex n-vector valued functions 
of (x, w) which have a convergent power series expansion in a neighborhood 
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of (0,O) beginning with terms of degree >j. The subset of (x, eo>y consisting 
of all F whose power series expansions contain no terms in the components 
of x alone will be designated by {*x, zu>j”. Note that if F E (*x, zu]:, then 
F(x, 0) z 0 in a neighborhood of z = 0. The subset (z, *zu};c” is defined 
similarly. The subset of (z, ~$7 consisting of all F having power series 
expansions whose coefficients are real n-vectors will be represented by 
[% 4;. 
A C’-diffeomorphism R of an open neighborhood of the origin of Em onto 
an open neighborhood of the origin in E” which leaves 0 fixed will be called a 
local CT-diffeomorphism on Es. Let R be a local CT-diffeomorphism on En 
and let f be a real valued function of class C’ on a neighborhood U of 0 in En 
which is never zero. Consider a real analytic system in 23% 
a? = X(x) (. = dldt), (ii) 
where XE [xl:. The system obtained by multiplying X by f, namely 
R = f(x) X(x), has precisely the same phase-portrait as (ii) near the origin; 
the only difference between these two systems is the parametrizations of the 
orbits. We shall make extensive use of the following definition: Let j = Y(y) 
be a system obtained from (ii) by a multiplication byffollowed by the change 
of variables y = R(x). Then, we say that (ii) and j = Y are locally 
Cr-equivalent. It is clear that a local F-equivalence preserves the stability 
properties of the origin (except possibly for a change in direction) while 
locally invariant sets and critical points near the origin in each system are in 
one-to-one correspondence via the transformation y = R(x). 
We shall make use of the following two definitions: Let A be a complex, 
n x n matrix having Jordan form B. Let J be the variant of B obtained by 
substituting a nonzero real number q for 1, wherever 1 appears off the main 
diagonal. We shall say that J is in Jordan ~-form. There exists a nonsingular, 
complex, n x n matrix P such that P-lAP = J. If A is real, a nonsingular, 
real n x n matrix Q is obtained by using the real and imaginary parts of the 
columns of P in the usual way. The matrix Q-lAQ will be said to be in real 
Jordan q-form, 
3. CANONICAL FORMS 
We consider a real anaiytic system in En+1 
b = QP + P(P) (. = d/dt), 
where P E [p]g+l, Q is a real, constant, (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrix of rank n, 
the origin is a simple critical point (that is, the origin is a zero of P contained 
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in an open neighborhood free of any other zeros), and the nonzero eigenvalues 
- of Q all have real parts of the same sign. 
Let 71 be an arbitrary nonzero real number, then (1) is locally CXequivalent 
to the system 
20 = -&I(% > 4, f = Bx + X(x, ) x), 
where: x,, E El, x E Es, B is a real, constant, n x n matrix, and 
(2) 
x0 E kl ,4 3 XE r%l> G, (3i) 
The origin is a simple critical point, (3ii) 
B is in real Jordan v-form, with eigenvalues or ,..., V~ all 
having real parts of the same sign. (3iii) 
By virtue of (3i, iii), system (2) has a (locally invariant) stable, or unstable 
Cm manifold M of dimension n, according as Re vi < 0, or Re vi > 0 
(i = l,..., n), respectively. The manifold M is locally unique, with respect 
to the class of Cl manifolds. We shall use M to construct the next transforma- 
tion. It follows from the results on p. 358 and succeeding remarks in Dulac [2] 
that the following theorem is true. 
THEOREM 1. There exists a unique f E [xl: such that the change of variables 
given by u0 = x,, -f(x), 24 = x transforms (2) into 
6, = U&o , 4, zi = Bu + U(u, , u) 
where U,, E [uO , *u]i , and U E [u,, , ~1:. 
As a consequence of Theorem 1, we may assume that (2) also satisfies the 
condition 
x0 E [%I 3 *x1; * (4) 
This means, of course, that the stable (unstable) manifold of (2) is (locally) 
the n-dimensional flat x0 = 0. 
The next transformation is based on a change of variables introduced by 
Liapunov [5, pp. 302-3031. Consider the equation 
F(xo > x) = Bx + X(x, , x) = 0. (5) 
It follows from (3i, iii) and the implicit function theorem that (5) has a unique 
solution x = #(x0) such that # E [x,,]:. Differentiating (5) implicitly with 
respect to x0 , we obtain the sharper result 
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The map Ii: u0 = x0, u = x - #(x0) is therefore a local ~~-diffeomo~~sm 
taking (2) into 
4l = q@, > u>, zi = Bu + U(u, ) u), (7) 
where U,(u, , 24) = -G(u, , u + +(u,)), and 
zr(% > 4 = w&J + X@, 9 24 -I- se%)) - &I(% > 4 ++4J- (f-9 
In view of these definitions, (3i, iii), (4) and (6) impIy that U, E [go, %]f 
and U E [g,, , u]Zj. 
The power series expansion of U, about (0,O) must contain terms in u, 
alone, Otherwise, U&ec, , 0) = 0 on an open interval I co~t~ning u, = 0; 
whence, by (8) and the definition of $, U(U, r 0) = 0 on I, so that (0,O) is 
not a simple critical point of (7) which contradicts (3ii). Thus, there exists 
an integer R >, 2 and a U, E [u& with U,(O) # 0 such that 
u&43 9 0) = qv-Jl(U,>. (9) 
Hence, by definition of # and (8), U(u, , 0) E [u,&& . 
It follows from (9) and the Weierstrass preparation theorem (in its real 
form) that U, has the factorization 
f&@ll 7 4 = 44 ,u) liT,(u, , a), 
where e is a real unit (i.e., e E [uO , u]: , and e(O, 0) + 0), and Bk is a 
Weierstrass polynomial of degree K in a0 , of the form 
H,(u, ) 24) = ziga + up1 U*,1(4 + *** + %~O,k-d4, 
where Uo,j E [zL]: (j = l,..., K - 1). The absence of terms in the componenta 
of u alone in El% is a consequence of the fact that U, E [u* , *a]; . 
Let e*(u, , u) = [e(zl,, , ti)]-l, and let e*(O, 0) = c. Set A = cB, cq = E, 
and cvi = & (; = I,..., B). Then, the matrix A is in Jordan s-form and has 
eigenvalues AX ).. . , h, . We may assume E is an arbitrary positive number. We 
now multiply (U, , 23% + 72) by e *. In view of the properties of (7X (1) is 
locally Co-equivalent to 
5 = x0” + x,(x, > x), B = Ax + X(x, , x), U% 
where: x0 E El, x E E*, A is a real, constant, n x n matrix, and 
-&I E [*x0 7 *x1:, XE [x0 > G, 
X(x, 3 0) 62 C%lRI 9 
A is in real Jordan E-form, with eigenvalues A1 ,..., h, all 
having real parts of the same sign. 
(lli) 
(llii) 
(1 1%) 
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Of course, (3ii) also holds, since this is true of all systems which are locally 
(?-equivalent (1 < r < w) to (1). 
Using (10) we shall now obtain a canonical form of (1) which will be 
employed later to describe the local phase-portrait. 
THEOREM 2. System (1) is locally Cw-equivalent to 
$0 = Xok + &(x, , 4, 3i = Ax + .x(x, , x), u-4 
where: 
4 E c*%l 94;+, > x~[%,~l;, (13i) 
-Q% , 0) E b%1~+1 * (13ii) 
Proof. We may assume (1) has the form (10). Let C be a (complex) 
nonsingular, n x n matrix such that C-*AC = J is in Jordan c-form. The 
change of variables x0 = x,, , z = C-lx transforms (10) into 
4 = %I” + -qql , x), 22 = Jx + .q%l , z), (14) 
where 2,(x, , a) = X&s , Cx) and 2(x,, , r) = CIX(x,, , Cz); hence (1 li, iii) 
imply that 2, E (*zs , *z}i , ZE{Z~, z}:)2n, and Z(z, , 0) ~(a+,}~+~ . 
We make the following general observation: If h E {x,, ) z;}; , then the map 
R: w. = s,, + h(xO , z), w = x transforms (14) into the system 
where 
We shall make use of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. There exists a unique polynomial h of degree <k in {*x,, , z}; 
suck that Gh E {zO , .z}k, . 
Proof. Let (i) = (i,, , il ,..., i,) E N”+r, The vector (a,, , z) will be denoted 
by 5, and [ci) will denote the product .z&$ ... ~2. Let Z(c) = (Z,(c),..., Z,(t)) 
and let 
Z,(LJ = c z&p (j = o,..., n). 
Ii122 
The properties of (14) imply that 
~&L..,o) = 0 (j = 0 ,..., n; i, = 2 ,..., k). (16) 
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We seek a polynomial h = h(iJ of the form 
such that h E (*I,, , z]“, , and Gh E (x0 , z}“,,, . We shall use induction on i to 
show that these conditions uniquely determine the coefficients of h. This will 
prove Lemma 1. 
We first rewrite (15) in the form 
and Ed = 0 or E (j = 2,..., n), depending on the precise form of J. Let 
Szj denote the Kronecker delta, and let ej = (& , 6,$ ,..., S,,). Let addition be 
defined in Nn+l in the usual way, and let 
Then, in view of (17), the conditions which h has to satisfy are equivalent to 
hi,,o,...,o) = 0, 
where Fta) is the coefficient of 5 ti) in F(I;), and the following convention 
obtains: If ij < 0 for any j, hti) = 0. 
Since (2, , 2) E {{},“+l , it follows from (18) that each Fci) ( j i ( = 2,. . ., k) is 
a polynomial in hb, with 1 j / < / i / having no constant or linear terms. Thus, 
each F(,) is defined recursively. In particular, (16) and (18) imply that each 
F(i,,o ,..., 0) (i. = 2,..., h) is a polynomial in hG,,o,...,o) with j, < i, , having no 
constant or linear terms. Therefore, (19a) and (19b) a.re compatible, and it 
remains only to determine hci) for,(i) # (iO, O,..., 0). 
We introduce the following ordering for the elements (i) such that 
j i j = m (m 2 2): (i) < (j) if and only if i, < jr when I is the first integer 
such that i, #jr. Consider (19a) for all (i) such that I i 1 = m, and 
(i) # (i, , O,..., 0), arranged in increasing order of (i) in accordance with <. 
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One obtains, in this way, a linear recursive system for the coefficients /zcij 
with j i 1 = m. Since (i) + ej - ej, < (i) for j = 2 ,..., n, the system is 
lower triangular with system determinant d, given by 
A, = H{ccij: 1 i 1 = m, 6-J # (il , 0 ,..., O)}. 
It follows from (Iliii) that A, # 0 (m = 2,..., K); therefore, (19a) inductively 
determines the coefficients hci) , when (i) + (i,, , O,..., 0), in a unique fashion. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
We now return to the proof of Theorem 2. Let h be as in Lemma 1, and 
set f(xo ,4 = W. , C-lx). Clearly f is a polynomial of degree <K, and 
fEP%, x},’ (we recall that x0 and x are real, but the coefficients may be 
complex). The map 
R,: uo = xo + f (3, ,4, 24=x 
transforms (11) into 
90 = Uok + fqxo , ‘4, 22 = Ax + X(x, ) x), 
Wxo > x) = Xl? - (x0 + f)” + x0 + a,f @Ok + X0] + Gf [Ax + q. (20) 
It follows from the definition off that HE {x0 , x}‘,+~ . 
As a matter of fact f has real coefficients, so that f E [*x0 ,~1; , and we may 
replace the braces by brackets in the preceding paragraph. One way to see 
this, is to note that the properties off lead to a recursive system for the 
coefficients which is analogous to (19a), (19b), except that the system is 
real. Since this system is linear, it follows from the uniqueness of h that all 
the coefficients offare real. 
The foregoing implies that R, is a local Cw-diffeomorphism. Let the 
inverse of R, be 
Ri,l: x,, = go + g(uo , 4, x = u, 
where g E [u. , u]: . We have, in fact, that g E [*u. , ~1: , since f E [*x0, ~1: . 
The map R, transforms (11) into 
20 = uole + U&o , 4, 3 = Au + U(u, , u), (21) 
where U,(U, , U) = H(uo + g, u), and U(zr, , U) = X(u, + g, u). Hence, 
using (1 li, ii) and (20), we find that U, E [a0 , u]‘,,, , U E [u. , u]: , and 
U(2c, ? 0) fz r~olz+I . 
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Since u. E b. ,4i+, , an application of the Weierstrass preparation 
theorem yields the factorization 
where e(u, , u) is a unit such that e(0, 0) = 1, and o0 E [*u, , ZJ]~,, . Multi- 
plying (usk + U, , Au + U) by e-l we obtain a system satisfying the hypo- 
theses of Theorem 2. This completes the proof. 
Remark 1. Unlike system (lo), (12) need not, in general, satisfy the 
property that x0 = 0 is the stable manifold. However, if (10) satisfies the 
additional condition 
G. + 44 + ... + inA, # Aj (j = l,..., n), 
whenever (z) = (il ,..., &J E N” is such that 1 i j > 2, (“1 
we may assume that x0 = 0 is the stable manifold of (12). For, in this case 
we may use Sternberg’s [7] Theorem 2 to linearize (10) on x0 = 0; whereupon, 
it may be assumed that (10) satisfies X E [x0 , *xl:. Then, it is easy to show 
that the stable manifold remains (locally) fixed under the map R, . 
4. THE CENTER MANIFOLD 
We shall now analyze the center manifolds of system (1). The method 
we shall employ is analogous to that developed in Hartman [3, Chapter 91 
for the study of the stable manifold. Any system which is locally Cm-equivalent 
to (1) may be used to study the center manifolds. In particular, we shall 
assume that the system is given by (12). 
A center manifold for (12) may b e d escribed in the following way: Let g(xO) 
be an n-dimensional, real, vector-valued function of class C* (1 < Y < W) on 
j x0 j < 6 (6 > 0). The l-dimensional, Cr manifold M*, given by 
AT* = ((x0 7 4: x = &oh I x0 I -=c 3, 
is a Cr center manifold for (12) if and only if 
g(0) = g’(0) = 0 (’ = d/d%,) 
and the map 
(22) 
R: ug = x0 , u = x - g(x,,), with inverse R-l: x0 = a0 , x = u + g(uo), (23) 
transforms (12) into 
60 = Uo(uo > u), ti = Au + U(u, , u), (24) 
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where 
vu0 P 0) = 0 on I no I < 8. (25) 
It follows from (25) that u = 0 is locally invariant for (24) and, equivalently, 
M* is locally invariant for (12). 
We shall make use of the following equivalent characteristizations of a 
center manifold: Let $ = (x0 , x), and let 4(t, 5‘> be the unique solution of (12) 
such that $(O, co) = to. Let {P: -cc < t < co} be the family of maps 
associated with (12), i.e., for each real t, Tt: fO -+ ft, where I* = $(t, $). 
(Note that the solutions may not exist for all time, so each Tt is defined at 
least on some set of points to which contains $ = 0.) M* is a C’ center 
manifold for (12) if and only if g satisfies (22), and M* is locally invariant with 
respect to { Tt}. Using (12) (23) and (24), we find that 
quo , 4 = &(uo) + quo , u + g) - ho” + X0@, u + g)l g’(fJo>. 
Hence, by (25), M* is a CT center manifold for (12) if and only if g satisfies 
(22), and is a Cr solution of the vector differential equation 
PO* + X0(x0 3 dl g’ = & + X(x0 , g>* 
The main result of this section is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. There exists a 6 > 0 and a real n-dimensional vector-valued 
function g(xo), of class C” on 1 x0 1 < 6 and of class CW on 0 < 1 x0 / < 6, 
such that 
g’“‘(0) = 0 (m = 0, l,...) h), (26) 
and the map (23) transforms (12) into (24), where (25) holds. That is, M* is a C” 
center manifold for (12) which is analytic except possibly at the origin. 
Before proving Theorem 3, we shall obtain a number of preliminary 
lemmas. 
First, we shall construct a system, depending on a parameter and of class 
C” on En+l, which is locally Cw-equivalent to (12). For each p > 0, the map 
Rp: (Yo 3 Y> = /+(x0 3 4, with R?: (x0, 4 = dye ,Y), 
is a local @-diffeomorphism. Let 5 = (y. , y). Note that [ actually depends 
on TV, but this is tacit from the definition of R, , so we need not complicate 
the notation by indicating this dependence by, say, a subscript. Using Ii,, 
we see that (12) is locally P-equivalent to 
90 = POG /-4 3 = -4Y + m-, 4, (27) 
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where F&S, II) = p-xt(~~o)k -I- -&(~~~I =d p(I;, ~1 = ~-~X(~~. If we 
select v > 0 such that (1: 1 5 1 < > v is contained in the common domain of 
an~~~jty of X, and X, and we set p@ = min{l, ~1, then (27) is analytic 
in 5 for j t; j < 1 and all p in (0, &J. Let 9(s) be a real-vahted, C* function for 
s >, 0 such that #(s) = 1 for 0 < s < Z-l, 0 < $(s> < 1 for 2-l < s < 1, 
and z&s} = 0 for s 2 1. Set 
Y&L’, tt) = $(I 5 12) %(L Y) for I C I G 1, and Y&, p) = 0 for I % I > I, 
and let Y({, EL) be defined analogously by replacing YQ with P in this formula. 
The system 
9, = YOG PI, 2 = AY 4 Y(51 P) (281 
is locally CWequivalent to (12) via R, . 
Let ~(t, p, p) be the unique solution of (28) which satisfies #I, P, cb) = Co. 
The map associated with q(t, co, ,u), namely 
Tut: co + St = rl(t, co, EL)* 
may be written in the form 
Tat: yat = yo” -t- vi@, Co, ~1, yt = etA y” + V(t, f;*, p). (291 
The properties of (29) are given in the following lemma; the proof which is an 
elementary extension of well known results (see Kehey [4? pp. 548-549] 
and Hartman [3, Lemma 3.1, p. 2321) will be omitted. 
We shall now obtain a center manifold for (28), whenever p is snfhciently 
small, using the group of maps (T,“). First we shall obtain a suitable i~v~~ant 
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manifold for the map T, = Tul; then we show that this manifold is invariant 
with respect to the full group {Tut). To simplify the notation, we shall denote 
(y,,O, y”) by (y. , y). Setting t = 1 in (29), and deleting the constant 1 in the 
arguments of V, and V, we obtain 
T,: 3/01 = yo + Vo(4; P), Y1 = CY + v5; P), (31) 
where C = &. 
By virtue of (Iliii), we may assume that each eigenvalue of A has positive 
real part. Therefore, we may choose E > 0 (in the Jordan c-form of A) such 
that if we set 1 C-l 1 = c-l, then 
/ c-1 p-1 = c > 1. (32) 
In what follows, the symbol I/f II will denote the supremum norm of a 
vector function f which is bounded on El. 
LEMMA 3. There exists a number a, 0 < a < p. , such that for each 
p E (0, a] there exists a unique n-dimensional real vector-valued function f,(y,,) 
satisfying the following conditions: f, is of class Cl on El, of class C” at y. = 0, 
If, II d 1 (’ = d/&o>, 
f,(O) = f,‘(O) = 0, 
and the map 
s,:u, =yo, u = Y - fu(Y0) 
transforms T, into 
S,TuS;l: uol = u. + W,(u, , u; ,u), z.2 = Cu + W(u, , u; /J), 
where W. , W, &,+) W, , a(uO,,) W = 0 when (a, , u) = (0, 0), and 
Who 9 0; p) = 0. 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
The proof of Lemma 3 will be deferred until we obtain some preliminary 
results. We note first that by virtue of (31), (34), and (35), 
W@o ? u; P) = Cf, + V&o, u + fu; P) - f (PO + Vo(a0 ) u + f,; P)). 
Therefore, f satisfies the existence assertion of Lemma 3 if and only if f, is 
of class c1 on El, of class C” at y. = 0, jl f,’ I] < 1, and satisfies (33) together 
with 
f, = C-l{f,(Yo + Vo(Y0 ,f,; P)) - V(Y0 ,fu; CL))* (37) 
Let G be as in (30iii). If f, is a Cl solution of (37) then f,(yo) = 0 for 
I y. I 3 (T, and I f,(y,)[ < (3 for all y. E El. To see this, we note that by 
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virtue of (30iii) and (37), f,(y,,) = C-lf,(y,) whenever either / y0 j 3 u, or 
]f,(ya)\ > O; whence, the assertion follows from (32). 
For any positive integer m, define 
where 
9m = (f = f(s) satisfying (38i-iii)} 
Set 
f : El --f En is of class Cm on El. (38i) 
f(0) = f ‘(0) = 0 (’ = a/as). (38ii) 
f(s) = 0 when ) s j > g. (38iii) 
us, f) = s + ~O(SY fi P), (39) 
and define the operator QU by 
@Jfl(s) = Wfv& f>) - WY f(s); PII* (40) 
Then, in view of (3Oi-iii), dj,: Fm -+ Fm for each p E (0, ,us). We now see 
that Lemma 3 is equivalent to the following statement: @,: 9r -+ 9r has a 
unique fixed point f, , which is C” at s = 0, satisfying /j f,' // < 1, whenever 
p E (0,4- 
LEMMA 4. There exists a pcL* in (0, pO) such that whenever TV E (0, p*], Qu 
has at most one Jixed point f E Fl , satisfying /If,’ [ 1 < 1. 
Proof. Let fi and fi both satisfy the above hypotheses. It is easy to show, 
using (30iv) and the mean value theorem, that 
I fi(s) - f&)I G c-W f&W, fi)) -f&4&> fdl + 246~) I fi(s) -f&N. 
Hence, llfi -fi II d c-Y1 -+ 2&(p)) [I fi - fi /[. Thus, in view of (30iv) and 
(32) we can select p* E (0, pO) such that 
lifl -f2 II < Kllfi -f2 II for 0 < P < tc;k , 
where K < 1. Whence, the proof of Lemma 4 follows. 
For f E sm , define f tr) as the rth derivative off (f (0) = f), and let 
llf IL = max(llf (r) II: 1 < y < m>. 
We shall now obtain estimates for the derivatives @,[f](‘)- 
LEMMA 5. Suppose f E Sm . Then, for each 1 < T < m 
II @Jfl”’ II f c-‘Pr(llf’ IL P) llf II, + !wlf IL-1 > /-a (411 
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where P,(t, cl) and QJt, p) are polynomials in t with coe@ients which are 
nonnegative, nondecreasing functions of TV on (0, /.L*] such that PT(t, p) --+ 1 a%d 
QT(t, p) + 0 as p -+ 0 for each real t. In particular, Q1 = &(y) as given by 
(30iv). 
Proof. Let (Y, 0) denote (r, 0 ,..., 0) E W+l, and let f = (fi ,..., f,J. 
Differentiating (40), we obtain 
@J-f]“‘(s) = W[h,‘(s, f)f IUs, f >I - %oWJi P> 
-W(s,f; P)f’(S)h (42.1) 
and, in general, for any 1 < Y < m (if m > l), 
ds,[f]“‘(s) = C-li[h,‘(s, f >I’f VG, f )I 
+ h,!)(s, f > f ‘~44, f >I - %V, fi df”‘(4 
- II+,‘) V(ss, f; p) + ‘5 Gf Ykis, f >I 
1=2 
(42.r) 
where each G1 (2 < 1 < Y - 1) is a finite sum of terms of the form 
h+)(s f) h(d(s f) ... hCr’( f) II Y u Y ups, 9 
where 0 < rj < I (j = l,..., q), and each Hci) (1 & 1 i 1 < p) is a finite sum 
of terms of the type 
[f I”‘(s)]yf p(s)]j” . . . [f p(s)]GL, 
where-j, E N, 0 < rp -C Y (p = l,..., n), and j, +j, + a-- + j, = 1 i 1. 
We note that 
&‘(s, f) = 1 + a,V,(s,fi p) + %vo(S,f; P)f’(S), 
while for each 1 such that 1 < 1 < r, 
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where each Lti) (1 < 1 i j < 2) is a finite sum of terms of the form 
[fI”“(s)]j’[fp)(S)lj2 . . . [f’qs)]~n 72 > 
where 0 < I, < 2 (4 = l,..., n), and j, is as previously defined. 
We now rewrite (42.r), for 1 < Y < m, as 
The definitions of Hto , Lci) and [lfl] imply that there exists a constant 
K > 0 such that / H,) 1, I&) / < K(/lfll+r)T for all(;) such that 1 < I i j < r. 
Kence, by virtue of (3Oiv), there exists a constant Kr > 0 such that 
for each 1 = l,..., r - 1. Denote this majorant by A, . Then the definition of 
Gz implies that there exists a constant KS > 0 such that j Gz 1 < K,fl~-r 
for each E = l,..., Y - 1. 
In view of the definition of MT , the above paragraph implies the existence 
of a function Q&t, y) satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 5 such that 
I MT I d Q4llfll+--I~~ f or r > 1. Consequently, using (JOiv) in a simple 
majorizing calculation for (43.r) [r = l,..., m], we obtain (41), where QP is as 
defined above for r > 1, Qr(t, p) = B,(p), P1(t, p) = 1 + (2 + t) &(p) and 
PT(t, p) = [l + (1 + t) &CL)]’ + (1 + t) &((EL) for T > 1. This completes 
the proof of Lemma 5. 
For each positive integer m, let 
(There is nothing special about + here; any positive number less than one 
would do equally as well in what follows.) In view of (32), an immediate 
corollary of Lemma 5 is the following result. 
505/13/3-2 
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LEMMA 6. There exists a nonincreasing sequence of positive numbers (pm}, 
with 0 < h < pjF , such that Qu(gm) C 3m whenever p E (0, p,,J. 
Let m be a positive integer, m > 2. Select a function fa,@ E re, , say fs = 0, 
and consider for each p E (0, TV.+] the sequence of successive approximations 
f m+1,lA = @J.frL,1~ ?ZEN. (44) 
In view of Lemma 6, the usual type of argument employing the Arzela-Ascoli 
theorem implies the existence off, E gm-r such that f, = @Jfu], for each 
p E (0, ~~1. Moreover, by Lemma 4, f, is the only such function in g1 
satisfying l/f,’ 11 < 1. We have, therefore, proved the following lemma. 
LEMMA 7. Let pm , m > 2, be as in Lemma 6. Then, for each p E (0, pm], 
there exists an f, E S’+1 szlch that 
f, = @duI* 
Furthermore, fu is the only $xedpoint of Qu in Sl which satisjies 11 f,’ 11 < 1. 
We are now ready to give the proof of Lemma 3. 
Proof of Lemma 3. Let {pm} be as in Lemma 6, and let f, be as in Lemma 7. 
It follows from the discussion after (40) that it only remains to find a E (0, p2] 
such that f, is of class C” at s = 0 whenever ,u E (0, a]. 
Let p = inf(pm: m > 2). Let a = p if p > 0, and a = ps if /Z = 0. 
Suppose first that $ > 0, and let p E (0, a]. Then, TV E (0, /.J,] for all m 2 2, 
and it, therefore, follows that f, E %m for all m 2 2. Thus, Lemma 3 holds 
in this case. 
Suppose next that ,G = 0 so that a = ,us . Let p E (0, a]. Then, there 
exists an integer m, > 3 such that pm,+1 < p < pm, . Hence, f, E 3,,+ C P2 . 
To complete the proof, it suffices to show that for any m 3 m, + 1 there 
exists a 6, > 0 such that f, is of class P-l on 1 s I < S, . We shall accomplish 
this by using the map R, introduced earlier. 
Let m 3 m, + 1. Since the sequence (,LL~) is nonincreasing, pnz < p. 
Denote the system obtained from (28) by fixing the parameter at p, and p,,, by 
(2&J, and (28,m), respectively. Recall that R,[Rum] is a local Cm-diffeomorphism 
of (12) into (28,) [(28,m)]. Therefore, the map Rc,R;E’ is a local P-diffeo- 
morphism of (28,) into (28,m). Hence, 
(RumK1) T,t(%R;:) = T:,,, 
on some appropriate q-neighborhood of the origin. Thus, on setting t = 1, 
we see from (29) that 
(45) 
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Now, we define 
and select 8’ > 0 such that / (s,f(s))/ < y, whenever 1 s j < 6’. Using the 
fact that fU E 9, and p-rpm < 1, we see that 4 satisfies all the properties of 9s 
except possibly (38iii): f(s) = 0 for j s j 3 pp;;I”cr, and not necessarily for 
] s 1 >, o. It follows from (40), (45) and (46) that 
and, therefore, sincef, = @J&J it follows from (46) that 
A4 = @&&Vlcf) for 1 s 1 < 6’. (471 
Define the sew-e tfe,sml by h,,, = f, and fLm = @~,i%-~.~,,j for 
n 2 1. AkhoughfG LI 
the proof of Lemma 7, 
need not belong to ga ,fa+ E 9% for all la > 1. Using 
we obtain a functionfGm E gz such that 
lliL, --~Jl+~ as n --+ 00 and f&S = ~~~r~~~. 
Therefore, by Lemma 7, fU, = f,, , Hence, (47) and the definition of fwm 
imply that 
PO) = &?&> for 1 s 1 < 6’. 
Consequently, setting 6, = ~-r~mS’, we have from (46) that 
Ck~arlyf~ is of class Cm-1 on 1 s / < S, . This completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
It follows from the above work that for each p E (0, a], 
Mu” = CQY =f,(Y*N 
is a l-dimensional, invariant, C2 manifold for T;, = T,’ which is of class P 
at the origin. We shall now show that MU * is invariant with respect to (T,t) 
if p is sufficiently small. 
Since jf, given by Lemma 3 is a member of 9F1, we have in particular, 
/If,’ I/ < 2-l. By Lemma 2, we can choose a, E (0, a] such that ~~(~) < 2-l 
for 0 < ,o < a0 . With these definitions, an obvious modification of the proof 
of Corollary 5.1, of Hartman [3, p. 2381 produces the following result. 
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agiven 5 = (y. ,y) E E*+lput [* = T,“(t), n = 0, &l, &2 ,..., where [O = 5. 
Then, 
I 5" I = OK1 + 24(P)Pl as n-+co, if cEMU*, 
and 
O(l 5" I> = I? - 24Wl" as n-+co when l$M,“. 
It follows from (30iv) and (32) that there exist numbers a, E (0, ao] and 
6 E (0, 1) such that 
1 + 2MP.) G bk - ~4641 whenever p E (0, a*]. 
Therefore, in view of Lemma 8, if 5 E MU* and 5, $ MS*, then 
$2 (I 5” I/l 51” I> = 0, for each 0 < p < a* . 
A straightforward modification of the proof of Hartman’s [3, p. 2401 
Corollary 5.2 gives the following lemma. 
LEMMA 9. Let T, , f,, , and a, be as discussed previously. The map (34) 
transforms (TDt} into thegroup (SUTUtS,-l), which we represent by 
SuT,tS;l: uot + Wo(t, uo , u, P), ut = et44 + W(t, u, , 24, p). 
Then, for --oo < t < co, u. E El and p E (0, a*] we have 
which means that MU* is invariant with respect to (Tut} or, equivalently, MU* is 
a center manifold for system (28). 
Since system (28) is locally Cw-equivalent to (12) via R, , it follows from 
Lemma 9 that for each p E (0, a,], 
R,l(Mu*) = G’: x = r-Lf,(@xo>> 
is a l-dimensional, locally invariant, C2 manifold for (12) which is C” at the 
origin. Actually each of these manifolds is locally identical. To see this let 
ply wLz ~(O,a*l, where pl <I*~. Then, employing the same argument used 
to obtain (48), we find an q > 0 such that 
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This proves our assertion. Since we are interested only in the local 
properties of (12), we shall take &(~-lx,,) to be independent of p. 
We shall now prove the main result of this section. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let f, and a, be defined as before. Select any 
P E (0, 4. Nm set g&J = i”fu(Ei-%J on / x0 1 < 15, where 6 > 0 is such 
that R, defines a local Cw-diffeomorphism of (12) into (28) on j x0 1, j x ! < 6. 
Define 
M* = {f: x = g(z+,) and / x0 1 < S>. (49) 
We may also assume, in light of the properties of (12), that 8 is such that 
M* is contained in an open neighborhood of e = 0 in which (12) is analytic 
and has no critical points save the origin. 
Let R be given by (23). By virtue of Lemmas 3 and 9, it remains only to 
prove that g is CU on 0 < IX,, 1 < 6 and satisfies (26) for 2 < m < K. 
The analyticity ofg on 0 < 1 x0 I < 6 is an easy consequence of the fact that 
M* is an invariant curve for the analytic system (12), and the definition of 6. 
Property (26) holds for m = 0, 1. Assume that gtz)(0) = 0 for all 1 such that 
0 & I < m < K. Since M* is a center manifold, we recall that 
on ( x0 / < 6. Differentiating this identity m times and setting X, = 0, it 
follows easily from (13i, ii) and the induction hypothesis that g(“)(O) = 0. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
Since (12) is locally of class Co, Theorem 1 guarantees the existence of an 
analytic stable (unstable) manifold which is unique. It is natural, therefore, 
to ask the following questions: Is the center manifold unique ? Does there 
exist a C? center manifold ? The answer to both questions is no. For a 
demonstration of nonuniqueness see Section 5 of this paper and Kelley [4]. 
That system (12) need not have an analytic center manifold is shown by the 
following example. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the system in the xy-plane given by 
22 = x2, j = y - x3. 
This system has an analytic center manifold if and only if there exists a 
g E [xl; such that y = g(x) is a solution of 
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Assuming that y = g(x) has the power series expansion 
g(4 = 5 4&x”, 
n=3 
and substituting formally, we obtain the recursion a3 = 1, a, = (n - l)a,-, 
for n > 3. Therefore, 1 a,/~,-, / + 00 as n -+ CO, which implies that the 
radius of convergence of g(x) is zero. 
5. THE PHASE-PORTRAIT IN A NEIGHBORHOOD OF THE ORIGIN 
We shall now describe the phase-portrait of (1) in a neighborhood of the 
origin in a certain geometric sense that will be developed in this section. In 
view of the work of Section 3, we may assume that the system under considera- 
tion is (12). 
The geometric approach that we shall employ has as its point of departure 
the analysis of Mendelson [6]. We shall make use of the following notations 
and definitions: Let k = (x,, , x), and let Es = (xoo, 9). 
The double cone (E: j x 1 = ml x0 1, m > 0} will be denoted 
by C(m)- (50i) 
The solid cone {t: 1 x / < m] x0 1, m > 0} will be denoted 
by S(m)- (50ii) 
The sets C(m) n (5: 0 < x0 < a} and C(m) n (5: --a< x0 < 01, 
Q! > 0, will be denoted by C+(m, a) and C-(m, a), respectively. (50iii) 
The sets S(m) n (E: 0 < x0 < a} and S(m) n (f: --a < x0 < 0}, 
01 > 0, will be denoted by S+(m, a) and S-(m, 01), respectively. (50iv) 
The sets s(m) n {E: x0 = a> and S(m) n (E: x0 = -a>, a > 0, 
will be denoted by D+(m, a) and D-(m, ol), respectively. (5Ov) 
Let #(t, p) be the unique solution of (12) such that 4(0, to) = to. For t 
fixed, --CO < t < co, let Tt: to -+ 6” be the map, defined on an open 
neighborhood of the origin U, , which is given by ft = C(t, Es). The sets, 
r, , r,+ and r,-, 
are, respectively, the trajectory, the positive semitrajectory, and the negative 
semitrajectory through f. Let Sz be a region in En+1 containing the origin in 
which system (12) is analytic. Let S be any subset of Q. Then, we define 
T(S) = U{F,: YES). 
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We shall use the definitions of (strict) egress point and (strict) ingress 
point given by Hartman [3, p. 371. 
We shall use the notions of a stable [unstable] fan-cone, simple fan-cone, a 
saddle-cone (of the$rst OY second kind), and a simple saddle-cone (of thejirst or 
second kind) for system (12). For the definitions of these sets see Mendelson 
Fl- 
The stable (unstable) manifold of (12) will be denoted by 
M = (6: xo = f(x), I x I -=c a), 
where f E [xl: (cf. Theorem 1). The center manifold constructed in Section 4 
will be denoted by 
M* = (5: x = g(xo), I xo I < S,>, 
where g satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3 on j x0 / < 6, . 
We now select a positive number olo satisfying the following conditions: 
0 < aa < min(6,6,); the cylinder Z(olO) = (l: j x0 1, 1 x 1 < a01 is con- 
tained in Q; 
We shall make extensive use of the following sets: 
The cylinders B(ol) = 15: 1 x0 1 < 01, ]x I = a> (0 < OL < a,,). (5li) 
The solid cylinders Z(a) = {I: ] x0 1, 1 x 1 < a} (0 < a < 01~). 
We note that S+(l, a) U S(1, a)C.Z(a), and D+(l, a) and 
D-( 1, a) form the upper and lower boundary, respectively, of 
Z(4 (51ii) 
The sets E(a) = Z(E) - [S+(l, a) u S(1, a)] (0 < (y. < cyo). (51iii) 
The sets B+(a) = B(a) n (&f(x) < x0 < a!} and B-(a) = 
B(a) n (6: --01 < x0 <f (3)) (0 < 01 -c ao). (51iv) 
The sets Z+(z) = Z(a) n {t: f (zc) < x0 < a> and Z-(a) = 
Z(a) n {& --01 < x0 -c f(x)> (0 -c a: -=c 01~). (51x7; 
The condition 0 < 01 < 01~ imposed in the above definitions has a number 
of desirable consequences: Both M and M* are deiined in an open neigh- 
borhood U of the origin in which (12) is analytic and such that Z(a) C G 
for all Q: (0 < (Y, < ao). We have M n (5: I x 1 < a> C E(a) and 
M* n (& j x0 j < cd} C(0) u S+(l, 01) u S-(1, a) 
for all such 01. Moreover, the distance between 
M n Z(a) and D+(l, a) u D-(1, cd) 
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and the distance between M* n Z(a) and B(E) is not less than 42 for each 
such 01. Therefore, for each a: E (0, 01s) M* intersects each of the disks D+( 1, a) 
and D-(1, a) in a unique point while M intersects B(a) in an (n - l)-dimen- 
sional analytic manifold M, = M n B(a). We note that il& separates B(ol) 
into two components, namely B+( ) 01 and B-(E), which have Mw as their 
common boundary. Also M n Z’(a) separates Z(E) into the components 
Z+(a) and Z-(a), having M n Z( LY. as their common boundary. As an aid in ) 
visualizing these relationships see Fig. 1. 
FIG. 1. Z(a) for n = 1. 
The description of the local phase portrait for (12) will be given in terms of 
the following definitions. 
The cylinder Z+(a) is said to be a stable [zmtable] fan-cylinder 
for (12) if: 
(i) 4 E B+(a) u D+(l, a) implies that 
r,+ c z+(a)[rf- c z+(a)]. 
That is, the vector field given by (12) on .B+(cx) U D+(l, a) does 
not point out of [into] Z+(a). 
(ii) 0 is asymptotically stable with respect to T(Z+(ol)) as 
t + co[t + -co]. (52a) 
If in (52a) every r, C T(Z+(ol)) is tangent to the x,-axis at the 
origin, then Z+(a) will be called a siwzple fan-cylinder. (52b) 
Z+(a) is said to be a saddle-cylinder for (12) [of theJirst kind] if: 
(i) If f E B+(a), then 8 is a strict ingress point of the 
interior of Z+(a). 
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(ii) 6 E B+(cu) implies that r*+ $2+(a). 
(iii) If f is contained in the interior of D+( 1, a), then E is a 
strict egress point of the interior of Z+(E). 
(iv) Let S = (E: 5 E D+(l, a) and r,-C Z+(a)>. Then 
0 is negatively asymptotically stable with respect to T(S). (534 
Z+(a) is said to be a saddle-cylinder (of the second kind) for (12) 
if it is a saddle-cylinder of the first kind for (W), where (12’) is 
obtained from (12) via the map t -+ -t. W-b) 
Z+(a) is said to be a simple saddle-cylinder (of the first or second 
kind) for (12) if the set S of (53a, iv) consists of exactly one 
point. (53c) 
Definitions (52a, b) and (53a, b, c) also apply to Z-(a) in the obvious way. 
Remark 2. If Z+(U) is a simple saddle-cylinder of the first (second) 
kind, the unique negative semitrajectory (positive semitrajectory) which 
intersects B+( 1, a) and is contained in Z+(a) must coincide with M* n Z*(e). 
A similar statement applies to Z-(a). 
As an aid in visualizing the above ideas, we refer the reader to Figs. 2 and 3. 
X 
FIG. 2. Z+(E) a simple, stable fan-cylinder. 
FIG. 3. Z+(u) a simple saddle-cylinder of the first kind. 
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The following cases exhaust all possibilities for (12): 
Case 1. K is an even integer 2 2; 
Case 2. K is an odd integer 3 3. 
In either case (a) Re hi < 0, or (b) Re hi > 0 (i = l,..., n). 
Referring to Mendelson [6, pp. 171-1751, one sees that (12) satisfies his 
conditions (i)-(iv); therefore, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 4 (Mendelson). For every m > 0 there exists an a(m), 
0 < a(m) < a,, , such that fop each 01 E (0, a(m)] system (12) has the following 
local behavior with respect to the cases indicated: 
Case la. S(m, a) is a simple saddle-cone (of the$rst kind). S-(m, oz) is a 
simple stable fan-cone. 
Case lb. S+(m, a) is an unstable, simple fan-cone. S-(m, a) is a simple 
saddle-cone (of the second kind). 
Case 2a. Both S+(m, a) and S-(m, a) are simple saddle-cones (of the 
first kind). 
Case 2b. Both S+(m, a) and S-(m, a) are unstable simple fan-cones. 
We shall now give a complete description of the local phase-portrait of (12) 
in terms of the definitions (52a, b) and (53a, b, c). There is one case, however, 
where the literature already provides such a description: if (*) in Remark 1 
(given at the end of Section 3) obtains, Theorem 3 of Mendelson [6] gives the 
desired result. But this will also be a consequence of the more general result 
that is proved in what follows. 
First, we need some preliminary results. The following well known 
property is easily derived from (1 liii) by choosing E sufficiently small: There 
exists a y > 0 such that in Cases la and 2a, 
while in Cases lb and 2b, 
<Ax, x> > 34 x 12. (55) 
It follows easily from (1 li), (5liii), (54), and (55) that for 01 sufficiently small, 
t = (x0 > X) E E(ol) implies that 
4 x lldt S --A x I for Cases la and 2a, (56) 
4 x Ildt 3 YI x I for Cases lb and 2b; (57) 
whence, we obtain the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 10. Let ol(1) be as in Theorem 4. Then, there exists a number 01* , 
o< 01* < a(l), such that whenever 01 E (0, Q] every point of B(ol) is a strict 
ingress (egress) point of the interior of Z(a) in Cases la and 2a (Cases lb and 26). 
We shall now prove the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 5. Let c+ be as in Lemma 10. Then, for every c11 E (0, G+] the 
following coq‘igurations apply to (12) for the cases indicated: 
Case la. Z+(a) is a simple saddle-cylinder (of the Jirst kind). Z-(a) is a 
simple stable fan-cylinder. 
Case lb. Z+(a) is a simple unstable fan-cylinder. Z-(E) is a sinzple 
saddle-cylinder (of the second kind). 
Case 2a. Z+(a) and Z-( 01 are both simple saddle-cylinders (of the first ) 
kind). 
Case 2b. Both Z+(a) and 2-j 01 are simple unstable fan-cylinders. ) 
On the stable (unstable) manifold we have the fallowing behavior: Let 
5 E Z(a)&!, and let y be as dejined previously. Then, 
and 
j xgt / < / xt j < 1 x 1 e-yt (t 3 0) for Cases la and 2a, 
I xgt I < I xt I < I x I eyt (t < 0) for Cases 1 b and 2b. (59) 
Condition (58) [(59)] * pl rm ies that in Cases la and 2a [Cases lb and 2b] 
the origin is exponentially asymptotically stable with respect to M as 
t -+ CO [t -+ --CO]. This type of stability is typical for the stable [unstable] 
manifold in a more general setting, cf. Hartman [6, Theorem 6.1, p. 2421. 
Proof of Theorem 5. The last part of the statement concerning the behavior 
on M is an easy consequence of (56), (57), and the fact that Z(a) A MC E(a). 
We shall now prove the decomposition into cylinders stated in the first 
part of Theorem 5. Denote TtE by Et = (xgt, xt). Let a E (0, CQ], and recall 
that 
a* < 41). (60) 
By (60), if f E S+( 1, a) [f E S-(1, a)] the geometry of I’, n S+( 1, a) 
G n W, 41 * g IS iven by Theorem 4. Therefore, it is necessary only to 
consider points in the sets Z+(a) n E( 01 and Z-(a) PI E(a) which we will ) 
denote by E+(a) and E-(a), respectively. 
Consider Cases la and 2a, and suppose f E E+(a) [t E: E-(ol)], In view of (60), 
the invariance of M, Theorem 4, and Lemma 10, it follows that either 
r,+ c E+(a) [r,+ c E-(a)], or 
(W 59 E Sf(l, 4K” E w,41 for some t > 0. 
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Similarly, in Cases lb and 2b, 6 E E+(ti> [e E E-(CU)] implies that either 
F,- C E+(a) [Fe-- C E-(a>], or 
for some t < 0. 
By (60), Lemma 10, the definitions of the sets involved, and Theorem 4, 
the proof will be complete if we show that in Cases la and 2a (l&j holds, 
and in Cases lb and 2b (IX) holds for each f E E+(cx) [I E E-(a)]. 
Consider Case la or 2a. Assume, on the contrary, that there exists a point 
% E .wJ+) [C E J-w41 f or which (H+) is false. Then SE+ C E+(a) [r,* C E-(a)], 
which implies, in particular, that St is defined for all t 2 0, 
Fe* A [M U M*] is empty, (61) 
1~8 1 > 0 for al1 f > 0, and 
By (SO;), 1 x* 1 -+ 0 as 2 + 03, and, therefore, (62) implies that 
p-+0 as t-%-co. (63) 
Let the map I?,: (~0, x) + (us , g) be defined by us = x, -f&j, zc = x, 
wheref is the defining function of the stable (unstable) manifold M, and let 
R,: (us, u) -+ (wa , w) denote the map q, = ZJ~, w = 16 - g(u,) where 2 is 
the defining function of the center manifold ~~(~~~ in the (zJ,,  zs)-system. 
The composite Ii = RaR, is given by 
where G(l) = 2(x0 -f(x)). Let 9 = (q, , w). The inverse of R is 
R-k x0 = wg) + F(q), x = ‘u, -I- g”(q?), 
where F(q) = f(zu + ~(~~}~. Th ere ore, f R is a local Cw-di~eomorp~sm, 
defined on an open neighborhood U of the origin, which transforms (12) into 
where W0 , W are of class C” on U and vanish at 71 = 0; 8, W, , a, W 5 0 at 
q = 0; W,(O, w) = 0 for aU (0, w) f R(U); W(q , 0) = 0 for all 
(euo , 0) E -R( v- 
We may assume FE* C Zr. Then R@), which we shall denote by 
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96 = (mot, u?), is the solution of (64) p assing through i?(t) = 7 at t = 0. By 
virtue of the properties of (64), it follows from (61)-(63) that 
I wo” I, I a+ I > 0 for all t >, 0, (651 
yt + 0 as t-+ co, (66) 
and 
lim sup(/ wat l/l wt I) < 1. (67) t-tm 
For the remainder of the argument we shall use the discussion following 
Theorem 3. For each p > 0, define R,: 17 -+ (y. , y) by (ys , y) = k-17. Let 
5 =(yo,y). Th en f or sufficiently small p, the map R, , when restricted to 
some open neighborhood U, of the origin, defines a Cm-diffeomorphism 
taking (64) into (28). I n view of the local invariance of both, w,, = 0 and w = 0, 
we may assume 
Yo(O, Y, P) = 0, Y(Y0 , 0, P) SE 0, W3) 
for all p E (0, pa). 
By (66), we may assume that r’,,+ C U, for any ,u E (0, pO). Let R,($) = 
(j-t = (yo6, ye). It f o 11 ows easily from (65), (66), (67), and the definition of R, 
that for each ,U E (0, fcO) the following properties obtain: 1 yet 1, 1 yt / > 0 for 
allt>O,~t-+Oast-+co,and 
lim =dl yi l/l yt I> G 1. t-m 
The group of maps {Tut] associated with (28) is given by (29); it satisfies 
Lemma 2. Moreover, by virtue of (68) this group also satisfies an additional 
property: r,ft, 0, y, EL) z 0, V(t, y,, , 0, p) z 0 for all --co < t < CD, and 
each p E (0, CL,,). Consequently, the map T, = T,’ given by (31) is such that 
~*/,(O, Y; PI = 0, w+) , 0; P) f 0 for each fi E (0, ~~0). (70) 
Since we are considering Case la or 2a, (32) is replaced by 
ICj=c<l. (71) 
It fohows from Lemma 2, (70), and the mean value theorem that 
I VOG AI G %4I Yo I9 and I vs; P>l 9 QdP)l Y I? 172) 
where 6,(p) is as in (30iv). For each D EN, define {* = T,,*(t), where [ = co. 
Since y?” = yam + V@; p) and y*+l = Cy” + V(c*; p), it follows from 
(71) and (72) that for each n EN, 
I Y? I 2 11 - MP)I I yo" I, and ly%+ll ~~~+%4Iy”l; 
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whence, by induction on 1z we find that for each FZ EN, 
IYO” I 3 [1 - 4L4l”lyo I, and I Yn I G [c + 4(PL)P y I (73) 
for each p E (0, p’), where p’ < p. is such that 6$(p) < 1 whenever 0 < /J < p’. 
Now choose p E (0, p’) so small that B,(p) < (1 - c)/2. Then, by (73) and 
the definition of EC, 
(I Yo” IA Y” I) 2 ml Yo l/l Y I> for all HEN, 
where K > 1. Since (I y. l/l y I) > 0, this contradicts (5.20). Consequently, 
(If+) holds for each 6 in E+(a) or E-(a). 
To show that (H-) holds in Case lb or 2b, one need only make the change 
of variables t -+ -t in (12) and then repeat the foregoing argument. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
It follows from Theorem 5 that the origin is unstable for (12) in Cases la, 
lb and 2a; in Case 2b the origin is negatively asymptotically stable. Since (1) 
is locally Cm-equivalent to (12), the following result due to Liapunov [5, p. 3011 
is a corollary of Theorem 5. 
COROLLARY 1. The origin is either unstable, positively asymptotically 
stable, or negatively asymptotically stable with respect to system (1). 
When a (the dimension of x) = 1, Theorem 5 yields the celebrated theorem 
of Bendixson [l, pp. 45-581. 
COROLLARY 2. Let n = 1. The phase portrait of system (1) about the 
origin is one of the following types: node, saddle-point, two hyperbolic sectors and 
a fan. 
If I’, is a trajectory approaching the origin tangent to the x,-axis from above 
the stable (unstable) manifold M, and I’s is a trajectory approaching the origin 
tangent to the x,-axis from below M, then I’, u {0} u I’, is (locally) a Ck 
center manifold for (12). Thus we also obtain the following result. 
COROLLARY 3. In Case 2a system (12) has a unique center manifold (of 
class Cm). In all other cases the set of all Ck center manifolds of (12) has cardinal 
number 2*0. 
The referee has informed me that the uniqueness of the center manifold in 
Case (2a) follows from Kelley [8, p. 3371. 
Consider the system obtained from (12) by retaining only the lowest order 
terms in the equations, namely, 
ti, = Uok, ti = Au. (74) 
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The solution of (74) passing through (uOo, us) at t = 0 is 
u,(t) = UoO[l + (1 - K)(Uoylt]l~l-‘c, u(t) = etAuo. 
Therefore, (74) satisfies Theorem 5. In view of the geometric similarity of 
(12) and (74) it is natural to ask if there is a local diffeomorphism (or at least a 
homeomorphism) taking (12) into (74). Regarding this equation the author 
has obtained the following result: assuming (*) of Remark 1 at the end of 
Section 3, together with a certain mild restriction, there exists a local 
C”-diffeomorphism which takes (12) into (74). 
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